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                 Dedicated ServersRapid Deployment Enterprise Servers

Fully customizable dedicated servers equipped with our industry leading service level agreement (SLA), DDOS protection, 4,000 Gbps network, and 24/7 support.
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Deploy in Minutes

Create a Free Account to Get started

.
.

By Signing up you agree to the Terms of Service




              

            

          

        

      

    



  
    
      
.

Fast Deployment

Our average server deployment time is under 10 minutes. You’ll have your server in minutes with your operating system installed and networking configured for you.




.

DDOS Protection

Your SSD VPS Cloud Server will be protected against DDOS attacks by our 1,800 Gbps Denial of Service Mitigation system.




.

Blazing Fast Network

The BudgetVM Cloud SSD VPS Servers are powered by our 2,000 Gbps network to ensure blazing fast connectivity.




.

Operating Systems

CentOS, Windows 2008/2012/2016/2019, Debian, Scientfic Linux, Ubuntu, Proxmox, Xenserver, VMware ESxi and many more.




.

Enterprise SLA

100% network uptime, 0% Packet Loss, 15 Minute Ticket Response, 24/7/365 Support.



    

  



  
    
      
        Sort By:
        	Price
	Threads / Cores
	Memory
	Storage
	Transfer


      

    

    
      
        E3-1230v2in-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              4/8
            

            
              

              Memory
              16GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $80.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E3-1230v3in-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              4/8
            

            
              

              Memory
              16GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $90.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E3-1275v5in-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              4/8
            

            
              

              Memory
              32GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $98.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E-2176Gin-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              6/12
            

            
              

              Memory
              64GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $175.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E5-2690v1in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              16/32
            

            
              

              Memory
              32GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $102.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E5-2690v1in-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              16/32
            

            
              

              Memory
              32GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $112.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E5-2690v2in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              16/32
            

            
              

              Memory
              32GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $118.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        E5-2690v2in-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              16/32
            

            
              

              Memory
              32GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $128.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        Dual Silver 4116in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              24/48
            

            
              

              Memory
              64GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $215.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        Dual Silver 4210in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              20/40
            

            
              

              Memory
              64GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $232.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        Dual Gold 6152in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              44/88
            

            
              

              Memory
              64GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $299.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        Dual Gold 6152in-stock [image: ]

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              44/88
            

            
              

              Memory
              128GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $309.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        Dual Gold 6230in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              20/40
            

            
              

              Memory
              128GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $382.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

      
        Dual Gold 6262in-stock 

          
            
              

              Threads / Cores
              24/48
            

            
              

              Memory
              128GB
            

            
              

              Drives
              500GB SSD
            

            
              

              Bandwidth
              1Gbps
            

            
              

              Location
              US - All Sites
            

            
              

              DDoS Protection
              1800Gbps
            

            
              
              $465.00
            

            
              Configure
            

          

        

  

        
            
			    Single Processor CPU

			    
			        
			            

                        Threads / Cores
                        4-12
			        

			        

                        Memory
                        16-64GB 

			        

                        Drives
                        2 SATA or SSD

			        

                        Bandwidth
                        1-100Gbps

			        

                        Location
                        All Sites

			        
			        
                        From $89/mo

    			    
    						           Configure To Order 
                      

    			

			

			
			    Dual Processor CPU

			    
			        
			            

                        Threads / Cores
                        24-88
			        

			        

                        Memory
                        16-2048GB 

			        

                        Drives
                        6 SATA or SSD

			        

                        Bandwidth
                        1-100Gbps

			        

                        Location
                        All Sites

			        
			        
                        From $76/mo

    			    
    						           Configure To Order 
                      

    			

			

			
        

    


    

    

    
        
            
                

Included

Features and

Services

All dedicated servers come with an industry leading set of features and services. All included at no additional cost!










Network

	100% Network Uptime SLA
	Free Inbound Bandwidth
	Advanced DDOS Protection
	Advanced Routing Platform
	100+ Private Peers
	Geographically Redundant DNS








Data Centers

	100% Uptime Facilities
	Redundant UPS Battery Backup
	Redundant Generator Power
	24×7 Onsite Security
	Biometric Access Control
	Digital Video Surveillance
	SSAE16 Compliant








Automation

	Automated Server Deployment
	Automated Network Configuration
	Automated OS Reloads
	Remote Reboot & Console Access
	Full Featured API for Developer Access
	White Label Customer Portal
	Real-time Reporting and Monitoring








Customer Service

	24×7 Online and Phone Support
	100% Uptime SLA
	Dedicated Account Manager
	Automated Client Portal
	30 Day Money Back Guarantee








Hardware

	Supermicro Server Hardware
	Intel Processors
	Intel SSD Hard Drives
	Enterprise-class Hardware
	DDR3/DDR4 Memory
	LSI Raid Cards








SLA – Service Level Guarantees

	100% Network Uptime
	0% Packet Loss
	4 Hour Hardware Replacement
	15 Minute Ticket Response
	24/7/365 Support
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Many Locations to Choose From

Click Here for Speed Test
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US – West

Los Angeles
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US – South

Dallas
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US – Central

Chicago
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US – South East

Miami
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Asia

Tokyo








            

        

    




    
        
            Data Center Photos

Cut out the middlemen, when you rent a server from BudgetVM you’re going directly to the source. Our parent company owns & operates all of the datacentre locations we provide services from. Power systems, cooling, network, racks, switches and servers were all installed by us and only for us.
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				Frequently Asked Questions


Who needs dedicated hosting?



Dedicated hosting is an ideal choice for large companies or growing businesses whose demands have outgrown the resources provided by shared hosting. In dedicated hosting , users get full access and control of their own server. This also means that they don’t get to share computing resources such as disk space, CPU and RAM.

This makes dedicated hosting a perfect choice for high-traffic sites which ideally would require more bandwidth and computing resources. In a shared hosting setup, a surge in traffic on another company’s site could impact your website leading to instances of downtime and an ultimate decline in revenue

Having total control of your server also means you get the much needed privacy and added security. In shared hosting, you don’t get to control the server your website sits on, or any other aspect such as which sites are hosted on the server. Additionally , there are no guarantees that your precious data will not be breached. In dedicated hosting, you are in full control of your server and the data you store.

Dedicated hosting is also a great choice for users who want dedicated support. Since you are paying top dollar for the service, you are guaranteed stellar support services without the need of hiring an inhouse team to manage and monitor your server.







How much is dedicated hosting?



Our dedicated hosting plans range from $83.88 for the cheapest dedicated server plan to $1158 for the high-end server. These costs vary depending on the compute resources and bandwidth.

For as little as $83.88, you get a dedicated server with an Xeon E3-1231v3 processor, 8GB RAM, 480G SSD or 2 TB SATA disk space, 3.3 GHz / 3.7 GHz turbo boost and 1Gbps unmetered bandwidth. It’s worth mentioning that the server location is in Los Angeles.

For $84.88, you will get a Xeon E3-1230v2 processor with 16GB RAM, 480G SSD or 2 TB SATA , 3.3 GHz / 3.7 GHz turbo boost and 1Gbps unmetered bandwidth.

A dedicated server with a Xeon E3-1230v3 processor with the same compute resources as the Xeon E3-1230v2 server attracts an extra $2 and goes for $86.88.

From the trend, it’s clear that the higher the compute resources and processing power, the higher the dedicated server plan. The most expensive plan which goes for $1158 provides you with a Xeon Gold 6148 processor with 40 cores, 3.3 GHz / 3.7 GHz turbo boost, 16GB RAM, 480G SSD or 2 TB SATA , and 1Gbps unmetered bandwidth.







Why are dedicated servers so expensive ?



The reason why dedicated servers are so pricey is because the entire physical server is fully dedicated or assigned to a single user. The user gets full access to all the compute resources residing on the server. These resources – including the CPU, RAM, disk space and bandwidth are not shared among other users, and this is primarily one of the reasons why dedicated servers are recommended for high traffic websites such as eCommerce sites since the resources can handle the massive computational power required.

Being in control of your server also means you get to decide which software to install, the configurations to be made as well as the data to be hosted on the servers.

Dedicated servers come with Enterprise-class server hardware which comprises Powerful and high-speed Intel Processors, SSD drives, DDR4 RAM alongside LSI RAID cards to handle high workloads.

You also get to pay for the exemplary industry leading services provided such as advanced DDoS protection, redundant power backup, fully-featured APIs for developer access , 100% guaranteed uptime, blazing fast speeds and 24/7/365 customer support and real time monitoring. 

All these factors combined make up for the super high costs of leasing a dedicated server.





What are the three main reasons for using a dedicated host?



One of the key reasons why users and organizations opt for a dedicated host is excellent server performance. A dedicated host offers exclusive computing resources such as CPU, RAM, disk space and unmetered bandwidth which significantly boosts performance compared to shared hosting where all resources are shared among numerous users. Improved performance is useful in handling heavy workloads and hosting high traffic websites.

Another main reason for choosing a dedicated host is security and privacy. The mere fact that a user has full control and access to the server implies that they get to choose who can access it and the data which can be uploaded. Large organizations want to keep their data as private and secure as possible, hence the need for a dedicated server. Dedicated hosts also come with advanced security features such as advanced Anti DDoS protection systems to keep malicious users at bay.

Lastly , users are guaranteed 100% network uptime with dedicated support, 24/7365 dedicated support with 15 minute ticket response time. This ensures the highest degree of uptime and business continuity incase of a technical issue.





What is shared hosting vs dedicated hosting?



In shared hosting, multiple users / websites are hosted on the same physical server. In a shared hosting setup, all the users or websites share the same computing resources such as disk space, CPU, RAM and bandwidth. As such users are limited to the resources they can have. Infact users do not have privileged access and control over the server.

Since resources are shared, shared hosting is pocket-friendly and comes more recommended for small businesses or blogs which are in their infancy stage. If you are just getting started out with your online business, then shared hosting is one of the recommended hosting plans.

In dedicated hosting, a user gets an entire physical server to themselves. Users have complete access and control of their server including the software to be installed and data stored. Dedicated servers provide superb server performance thanks to blazing fast speeds and high-end computing resources which are not shared.In addition dedicated servers come with rough-the-click dedicated support, best server uptime – 99.999% 





When would you use a dedicated host?



As we have seen, a dedicated server offers enterprise-grade resources to handle high computing workloads. So when should you use it?

A dedicated host is ideal when your website is growing and is beginning to get increased traffic. Shared hosting puts a limit on the bandwidth and computing resources and this potentially affects your site’s performance leading to high bounces rates and eventual decline in revenue. Therefore, If you anticipate high traffic on your site, the right move is to switch to a dedicated host.

Additionally, a dedicated server is a must-have if you desire total control of your server. This includes deciding which operating system or software applications to install on your server. For example, you might decide to install CentOS in place of RHEL or Nginx web server instead of Apache. You can further customize the hardware for instance, create additional disk partitions and increase swap space. Simply put, a dedicated host is the best option if you desire complete access and control of your server.

A dedicated server is also a perfect choice if security is a top concern. This is particularly crucial if you are handling extremely sensitive data such as usernames and passwords, credit card details and other highly confidential customer information.

And lastly, a dedicated server provides excellent performance for your applications / websites. This improves customer retention and reduces bounce rates.





What are the advantages of dedicated server hosting ?



Dedicated server hosting offers a myriad of advantages.

First, you get a unique IPv4 address that gives you exclusive access to your server with SSH protocol. In shared hosting,all the websites on the physical servers share the same IP address which is not unique to any of the users. In case a site on the same physical server is blacklisted due to spamming or any illegal activity, your site might get affected too.

Additionally, server resources are not shared. You get all the compute resources to yourself including disk space, RAM, CPU and bandwidth. As such, you don’t need to lose sleep over other websites or users hogging your resources. 

And since the resources are not shared, dedicated servers offer enhanced performance for handling high website traffic and resource intensive production workloads. Dedicated servers provide improved stability and reliability in comparison to shared hosting.

Dedicated hosting provides a cost-effective way for organizations and users to access the resources of a dedicated server. It comes in handy when you don’t have the resources or time to deploy and manage a fully fledged physical server by yourself. The hosting provider takes care of managing the physical server which includes handling aspects such as ensuring internet connectivity, backup power, cooling and server security. This cuts down on overhead costs for procuring and managing a physical server.





How much traffic can a dedicated server handle ?



This is dependent on several factors such as the server’s configuration, bandwidth speeds, and how the website is coded or written. For a static website, the traffic is likely to be higher compared to a dynamic site which is resource-intensive since a lot of activity is taking place both at the front and backend. 

Additionally, including some caching applications such as memcached may help speed up your server and make it handle more requests. 

You can also optimize the databases such as MySQL and fine tune the website by compressing the image sizes to improve the page loading speeds which will help improve your SEO ranking. Additionally, you can make additional tweaks to your web server to improve the requests it can serve at any given moment.

As you can see, there is no straight answer as to how much traffic a dedicated server can handle. It’s all dependent on hardware and software configurations.





Is dedicated hosting good?



Dedicated hosting is an attractive choice for users and companies that desire enhanced performance, better security and more power for their website or applications. The downside to dedicated servers is the high monthly costs which can sometimes run into hundreds of dollars per month or even thousands in some cases depending on the specifications. However, for large enterprises, this is only a small price to pay compared to the immense benefits that dedicated hosting offers especially when it comes to performance, and cost effectiveness.

As discussed before, dedicated hosting will offer optimum I/O performance, large amounts of memory and processing resources all of which will improve the performance of your web applications. You also get root access to your dedicated server which gives you absolute flexibility to customize your server to your preference and other add-ons such as SSL certificate. For better protection against malicious users, dedicated hosting will provide Anti-DDoS protection and regular backups. 

If you can afford it, then dedicated hosting is the right choice for your intensive workloads.





Who is the best dedicated hosting provider?



BudgetVM has emerged as one of the most formidable dedicated hosting providers that offers instant and scalable enterprise-grade servers that are powered using the latest high-tech Intel hardware technology.

Average server deployment is under 10 minutes, and you get to have your server with your operating system of choice and network configured.

Each dedicated server comes with robust features such as 1 GBps unmetered bandwidth, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD hard drive with RAID support , Anti-DDoS protection and SLA guarantees such as 100% uptime and 24/7/365 customer support..

You can easily manage the dedicated servers through a state-of-the-art customer portal, enable automatic billing, configure backups and custom the management of other services.

Our data centers offer 24/7 onsite security with biometric access control and digital surveillance to ensure only authorized personnel have physical access to your dedicated servers.

We offers a 30-day money-back guarantee for your purchase in case you are not impressed – which most certainly won’t be the case.





Will I be able to manage Dedicated Server Hosting through a web-based control panel?



Absolutely, you can manage all of your dedicated, cloud and vps services through our state of the art Customer Portal. You can also manage backup space, automatic billing, and the custom management of each of your services instantly.





How soon will I get my Dedicated Server Hosting?



Our average server deployment time is under 10 minutes. You’ll have your server in minutes with your operating system installed and network configured for you. If there is a customer configuration you would like, our Support Team is available 24/7/365 to configure your custom build exactly to your specification.





How does Dedicated Server Hosting work?



We make sure you have the hardware you need, uninterrupted power, network access and support to make your business successful. 





What configuration options do I have with an Instant Deployment server?



All of the base configurations listed on our website are available for you immediately. 





Can I customize your dedicated servers however I want?



Absolutely, If there is a customer configuration you would like, our Support Team is available 24/7/365 to configure your custom build exactly to your specification. 





Can I upgrade my dedicated server later?



Yes, our Support team is available to assist you with upgrades 24/7/365. 





How many IPs will I get with my server? Can I purchase extra IPs?



Our servers come with 1 IPv4 address, you can purchase additional when you order the server or at a later date. 





What kind of RAID options do you offer?



Both hardware and software raid options are available on all of our dedicated server packages. 





Do you offer server management?



Yes, we offer multiple server management level to fit your needs. 





Can I call you for reboots?



Yes, you can call us for reboots.





Can BudgetVM help me install 3rd party software on my server?



We will help you to install 3rd party software on your server if you purchase Managed Services from us.





Do you have offer support for game servers such as Minecraft, Steam, source, Gmod, TF2, CS-Go etc, Killing Floor, fiesta online?



Absolutely, our Support Team is available to help you with anything you need. 





What Linux operating system is supported?



We offer CentOS, Debian, Scientfic Linux, Ubuntu, Proxmox, Xenserver, VMware ESxi and many more.





What Windows Operating system is supported?



We offer Windows 2008/2012/2016/2019, both trials and licenses.





What locations are available?



We have servers in Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Miami, and Tokyo.





Is DDoS protection included with the server? What is the limit?



Your Dedicated Server will be protected against DDOS attacks by our 1,800 + Gbps Denial of Service Mitigation system.





What payment options are supported?



We offer dozens of ways to pay including PayPal, Credit Card, Alipay, Bitcoin, and many more regional options.





Is unmetered or unlimited bandwidth option available for servers?



Absolutely, both can be purchased with your service initially or upgraded to at any time.





How long does it take a new dedicated server to deploy?



Our average server deployment time is under 10 minutes. You’ll have your server in minutes with your operating system installed and network configured for you.





What control panel options are available?



We offer Webuzo, Softaculous, DirectAdmin, cPanel/WHM, and Plesk.





What cpu options are available to order? xeon? atom? dual CPU?



We have dozens of CPU options for you to choose from. If you don’t see what you need offered on our website, click here to talk with our Sales team so we can get you what you need.





Is there a dedicated server reseller option available?



Absolutely, our Reseller Program includes great discounts and a free White Label Portal for your use.





How can I test your network?



Click here to test speeds to each of our Data Centers.





Why should i use a dedicated server instead of a cloud server?



Dedicated servers provide you private or web-based application the ultimate in performance, reliability and security, all tailored and optimized specifically to your requirements.

They are ideal for when your application requires optimum IO performance, large amounts of memory or processing resources.







			

		

	
    

    
         
            
                
                    
                        What our Customers are Saying about us


At BudgetVM we aim to deliver outstanding service to all our customers. Here’s what some of our past clients have to say about our work.

WHAT THEY HAVE TO SAY



                    

                

                
                    
                        
                              
                                
                                    
                                        [image: #]
                                        Ralph TomaschEstados Unidos

                                    

                                    
                                        
Thank you so much Nick for staying with me for ages until my problem was resolved. Not just excellent service but very human and understanding too. Good job!
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                                        Adam clarkEstados Unidos

                                    

                                    
                                        
I want to give a shout out to Terrence for helping me through a new site configuration issue. He provided top notch technical trouble shooting and had my issue settled in just a few minutes.

                                    

                                

                            
  
                                
                                    
                                        [image: #]
                                        NeilEstados Unidos

                                    

                                    
                                        
Amazing service, support and pricing! I've been using BudgetVM for my WordPress site for a couple of years. They go out of their way to support you.

                                    

                                

                            
  
                                
                                    
                                        [image: #]
                                        Natalie BeaulieuDinamarca

                                    

                                    
                                        
BudgetVM tech support is the best.Their tech and billing support is very helpful and will assist you with whatever issue. Usually no waiting, and the support staff is excellent.
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                                        Kailey RobinsonPortugal

                                    

                                    
                                        
Running a small business i always look for a good deal. I have tried several hostings but am so glad i eventually came to BudgetVM. I really have had nothing but wonderful experiences with BudgetVM!
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                                        Geyorg Evil

                                    

                                    
                                        
Hosting with BudgetVM the past 2 years have been a superb experience. The customer support is always quick and top notch. Highly recommended!

                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    

    
        
            The Modern Infrastructure Solution

Our dedicated servers are ideal for SaaS, Ecommerce, Big Data companies and more.

        

         
            
                	. eCommerce
	. SAaS
	. Big Data
	. Game Server Hosting
	. Shared Web Hosting
	. High-Performance 
Applications


                
                    
                        
                            [image: #]

eCommerce

BudgetVM can provide fast and secure eCommerce servers to host your products and help give your customers a smooth, seamless online shopping experience.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            [image: #]

Saas

Does your business use a SaaS model? BudgetVM can help you create a reliable, secure software delivery platform using our dedicated servers.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            [image: #]

Big Data

Handle large databases and data analytics with ease using our dedicated database servers. BudgetVM will help you make data management a breeze, all while keeping valuable data safe and secure.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            [image: #]

Game Server Hosting

Count on BudgetVM for high performance gaming servers to deliver a seamless experience to players worldwide. Get ahead of the game with our wide range of server hosting options tailored to your needs.
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Shared Web Hosting

Low budget? No problem – BudgetVM’s shared web hosting options offer high performance at a low cost, without sacrificing reliability, security or scalability.
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High-Performance Applications

Get all the processing power you need with our high performance bare metal servers, providing optimal performance even for the most heavy-duty applications.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      Products & Services

                      
	Dedicated Servers
	Cloud Servers
	DDOS Protection and Mitigation
	KVM Windows VPS

 
                      
                    

                    
                      Data Center

                      
	Los Angeles Data Center
	Chicago Data Center
	Dallas Data Center
	Miami Data Center
	Tokyo Data Center

 
                      
                    

                    
                      Company

                      
	About us
	Reseller Program
	Contact us

 
                      
                      Support 

                      
	Knowledgebase
	Submit a Ticket

 
                      
                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        Subscribe to our newsletter

Get regular updates on how we’re improving and expanding our services 









                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Payment Options
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                        Connect with us

                        Follow BudgetVM on social media for updates, insights and more

                        	
	
	


                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Contact us


BudgetVM LLC.

109 E. 17th St.

Suite #5882 

Cheyenne, WY 82001, USA
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              	Test IPv4 IP: 38.145.192.6
	Test IPv6 IP: 2605:f700:c0::c7e7:d006
	10 MB test file
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